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KIPS BAY BOYS & GIRLS CLUB ANNOUNCES ROSTER OF ESTEEMED 

 DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS FOR 44TH ANNUAL DECORATOR SHOW HOUSE 
Nation’s Leading Designers and Architects to Transform Newly Built Lenox Hill 

Mansion to Benefit Premier Non-Profit Organization in its 100th Year 
 
BRONX, NY (March 22, 2016) – Twenty-one of the nation’s most celebrated interior 
designers and architects will travel across the country to participate in this year’s 44th 
Annual Kips Bay Decorator Show House, hosted by New York’s premiere local youth 
organization, the Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club. Each designer will spend the next eight 
weeks transforming a distinct space in The Carlton House Townhouse at 19 East 
61st Street in New York City’s iconic Lenox Hill neighborhood. 
 
Hand-selected by the Kips Bay Decorator Show House Committee and led by its chair, 
renowned interior designer Bunny Williams, this year’s talented group of 21 designers 
and architects will be tasked with bringing the interiors of The Carlton House 
Townhouse, an impressive 10,000-square-foot raw space, to life. The townhouse, 
which also has 5,000 square feet of outdoor space, sits adjacent to The Carlton House, 
a 68-unit residential luxury building. 
 
“This year’s team of participating designers and architects is an extraordinary mix of 
veterans and newcomers and who not only are doing amazing things for the interior 
design community, but are also dedicated to supporting our cause,” said Bunny 
Williams. “We are looking forward to seeing this group’s tremendous talent come to life 
this year, and are confident that with their help, we will continue breaking records and 
surpassing our fundraising goals, which are crucial in enhancing after-school and 
enrichment programs for our city’s youth.”   
 
An estimated 15,000 people are expected to tour the Show House which serves as the 
non-profit organization’s premier annual fundraiser. The House will be open to the 
public seven days a week, May 12th through June 9th. 
 
The 21 designers and architects participating in this year’s Decorator Show House 
include: 
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Alex Papachristidis Interiors 
Benjamin Vandiver Interiors + 
Lifestyle, LLC  
Clive Christian Interiors 
Daniel Richards Design 
David Collins Studio 
David Kleinberg Design Associates 
Drake/Anderson  
Eve Robinson Associates 
Garrow Kedigian Interior Design 
Gil Walsh Interiors 

Groves & Co. 
Harry Heissmann Inc. 
Hollander Design 
Kati Curtis Design 
Les Ensembliers 
Olasky-Sinsteden LLC 
Phillip Thomas Inc. 
Sawyer | Berson  
Suzanne Kasler Interiors 
Timothy Whealon Interiors 
Victoria Hagan Interiors 

 
To provide this year’s Kips Bay Decorator Show House location, the organization 
has partnered with acclaimed real estate developer Extell Development. Additional 
Show House sponsors include Kohler, Miele, Henredon Hickory Chair, 
Architectural Digest, Hearst Design Group, Morgan Stanley Private Bank, N.A., 
Farrow & Ball, Kravet, New York Design Center, Ruby Lux, Christopher Guy, 
Cosentino, AKDO, 1stdibs and Joseph Carini Carpets. 
 
Designer Appendix: 
 
Alex Papachristidis Interiors 
The work of interior decorator Alex Papachristidis has been described as 
thoughtful, personal, sophisticated and eclectic. Having mastered the skill of fusing 
modern and traditional elements, editors, designers and clients’ alike use the word 
“fresh” to define his elegant approach, color palette, and the delightful details that 
make even a small room sizzle with style. Born and raised in New York City, Alex 
Papachristidis traveled widely in his youth, helping to cultivate his eye for interior 
decorating. Papachristidis established his own firm in 1987, and today, is known 
for arresting, elegant interiors that meld classical motifs with a modern perspective 
and sophisticated details. 
 
Alex Papachristidis’ work has been featured in Architectural Digest, Elle Décor, 
House Beautiful, House & Garden, Southern Accents, InStyle and The New York 
Times. He has also been featured in a number of published works, and in 2012, 
his own book The Age of Elegance: Interiors by Alex Papachristidis was published 
by Rizzoli, garnering praise from readers and critics alike. Papachristidis was 
named to the 2016 AD100 List, Elle Décor’s “A-List of 25 Interior Designers” and 
for several years in a row has been on the NY Spaces’ “Top 50 Designers List.” 
 
Benjamin Vandiver Interiors + Lifestyle, LLC  
Launching in the dramatically re-emerging cultural mecca of Nashville, Benjamin 
Vandiver founded a full- service interior design and lifestyle brand in 2012. 
Keeping up with growing client demands, a second studio was opened in early 
2016 in New York City. 
 
Known for building candid and deep relationships with clients, Mr. Vandiver is also 
garnering a reputation as a refined aesthete, with his finger firmly on the collective 
pulse. Harper's Bazaar, Garden & Gun, House Beautiful, 1st Dibs, and Luxe have 
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all given their nod of approval along with Vogue magazine and Architectural Digest 
who named Vandiver "One to Watch", the most-coveted honor for a new designer. 
 
His natural, aesthetically rich style works seamlessly with the individuals he works 
with - a dazzling roster of clients ranging from provincial bigwigs to internationally 
renowned icons like heavyweight Wladamir Klitchko  and  Hayden  Panettiere,  
actress  Connie  Britton  along  with  Kings  of  Leon  co-founder  and drummer 
Nathan Followill and wife Jessie Baylin. 
 
Vandiver is currently working in New York City, Nashville, Los Angeles and 
recently accepted his first international project in Dubai. 
 
Clive Christian Interiors 
Clive Christian founded his eponymous British Design House in 1978 and is 
credited in the World of interior design with the creation of the statement luxury 
kitchen.   
 
The use of classical architectural elements and introduction of large Italian marble 
islands over which hung crystal chandeliers changed forever the way the World 
viewed the room traditionally reserved for cooking.  Transformed, it became a 
grand space for entertaining and for family life at the heart of every luxury home. 
 
Today, Classical or Contemporary panelling take the Clive Christian style 
seamlessly from statement luxury kitchen throughout every room in the home, 
breathing an air of harmony through the interiors of luxury estates and residences 
worldwide. 
 
In 2012 HM Queen Elizabeth II granted Clive Christian an OBE for his services as 
a designer and to British Luxury Design. 
 
Daniel Richards Design 
Daniel Richards has over 20 years of experience in the international design 
industry with projects spanning both Landscape and Interior Design. 
 
His clean, crisp, aesthetic is recognized for respecting the architecture and lifestyle 
of his clients. 
 
Daniel has successfully completed projects for clients including: Rupert Murdoch, 
Meila Rockefeller, Baz Luhrman, and Sarah Jessica Parker. 
 
His sharp eye for detail and disciplined approach has resulted in refined and 
timeless spaces in Sydney, New York, L.A, London, and Paris, and his projects 
have been featured in Vogue Living, Belle, Garden Design, Connecticut Home & 
Gardens, New York Spaces, Where Guestbook New York, and Charles de 
Vaivre’s book – New York Rooftop Gardens. 
 
Currently Daniel Richards Design has projects under construction in Manhattan, 
the Hamptons and Sydney. 
 
David Collins Studio 
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David Collins Studio is the award-winning and market-leading interior architecture 
practice that realises creative and inspirational hospitality, residential, and retail 
projects worldwide.  It is a globally-recognised brand and an expert in 
contemporary luxury and design. 
 
Established in 1985, The Studio collaborates with eminent brands and businesses 
that represent the best in their field, and with private clients that share its 
obsession with detail, innovation and functionality. 
 
Based in London, The Studio has realised projects across five continents, 
including The Wolseley, The Connaught Bar and Harrods Shoe Heaven in London, 
Condé Nast’s VOGUE Lounge and The Ritz-Carlton Residences at MahaNakhon 
in Bangkok, and The Delaire Graff Estate in South Africa.  The Studio has been 
instrumental in the store roll outs of Alexander McQueen, Jimmy Choo and Pret a 
Manger. 
 
The leadership team at the helm of David Collins Studio consists of founder and 
CEO Iain Watson, Creative Director Simon Rawlings, Chief Operating Officer 
David Goodman and Communications Director David Kendall, together with 
Design Directors Georgina Wood and Lewis Taylor.  The Studio employs an 
accomplished team of architects and interior designers, furniture, product and 
graphic designers, and procurement and marketing professionals. 
 
The world of David Collins Studio is defined by its signature approach, developed 
and refined over the last three decades and the collective expertise of the team at 
The Studio is evident in every aspect of this world of carefully curated luxury. 
 
David Kleinberg Design Associates 
David Kleinberg is one of the most respected names in interior design.  Over a 
thirty-year career, with projects reaching around the world, Kleinberg has created a 
body of work that is wide-ranging in style yet always modern in sensibility.   
 
This Spring Kleinberg announced a corporate expansion naming five long-standing 
principal designers equity partners in David Kleinberg Design Associates.  Those 
partners, listed in order of tenure include Scott Sloat, Sean Matijevich, Lance 
Scott, Christina Maroni and Matthew Bemis.  Kleinberg first participated in the Kips 
Bay Boys and Girls Club Decorator Show House when he founded DKDA.  He 
returns this year in collaboration with his team of newly established partners. 
 
Drake/Anderson  
Drake/Anderson, a dynamic new design partnership, emerges from the union of 
two powerful aesthetic voices: Drake Design Associates, one of the most 
recognized names in the field today, and Caleb Anderson Design, one of interior 
design’s brightest young talents. Principals Jamie Drake and Caleb Anderson 
bring their respective views on glamour, curation, elegance, and livability to the 
new joint venture— a multidisciplinary design firm catering to high-end luxury 
residential and commercial clientele.  
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Drake, primarily a modernist known for his fearless approach to color and his 
fashion-conscious sensibility, combines forces with Anderson, most recognized for 
his layered approach to interiors and confident juxtaposition of historical periods. 
These unique approaches to design led the individual firms to garner extremely 
discerning clientele and achieve the highest accolades in the industry. Together, 
Drake and Anderson bring a wealth of practical experience and professionalism to 
every project, and they promise  interiors that are glamorous yet grounded, 
sophisticated yet livable, modern yet timeless and, above all, luxurious.. 
 
Eve Robinson Associates 
After studying art history at Vassar College, Eve Robinson brought her talent and 
innate sense of style to Polo/Ralph Lauren. Her evolution toward interior design 
was a natural one. She completed the interior design program at Parsons School 
of Design and in 1990 founded Eve Robinson Associates, Inc. in New York City.  
 
Since that time, ERA has appeared in House Beautiful, Elle Décor, Metropolitan 
Home, House & Garden, Interior Design, New York Spaces, and in the interior 
design books “ Designers Here and There”, “ Room for Children”, numerous 
House Beautiful Design books, “ Waterworks Inventing Bath Style”, as well as the 
upcoming book, "Interior Design Master Class" to be published by Rizzoli this fall. 
She has been featured on HGTV's Interiors By Design program. This is the firm's 
seventh time participating in the Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club Show House. ERA 
has been included in House Beautiful’s, New York Magazine's, and New York 
Space’s list of top designers. 
 
Garrow Kedigian Interior Design 
Garrow was born and raised in Montreal, Canada where he attended the McGill 
University’s Architecture program.  Garrow moved to Boston, MA IN 1994 where 
he gained six years of experience at the renowned offices of interior designer 
William Hodgins—before deciding to take a bite out of the “Big Apple.” Garrow has 
been in New York after relocating in 2000. After working for several design 
powerhouses in New York Garrow established his own design firm in 2001. 
Garrow’s style is considered to be streamlined classic deeply rooted in his 
background in classical architecture but with a contemporary flare.   
 
Garrow’s recently renovated home on Park Avenue was featured in House 
Beautiful and Garrow participated in the 2009 Kips Bay Show House, where the 
smallest room in the house was transformed into a jewel-box of a space.  Garrow 
Kedigian Interior Design’s portfolio of work has been extensively featured in 
national and international magazines such as House Beautiful, Traditional Home, 
New York Spaces, and Architectural Digest, with most his Montreal home most 
recently published in the March 2016 issue of House Beautiful.   
 
Gil Walsh Interiors 
Since its founding in 2007, Gil Walsh Interiors has quietly become a substantial 
design firm, noted not only for exquisitely detailed work, but also the extraordinary 
diversity of its projects. From private residences and yachts to country clubs and 
corporate headquarters to elegant resort hotels, the Gil Walsh touch has brought a 
unique sense of place to distinguished interiors from coast to coast. With offices in 
Palm Beach, New York and Martha’s Vineyard, the Gil Walsh team creates 
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comfortable, livable environments that exude timeless elegance while providing a 
curatorial eye to fine art and antiques. The firm diligently employs cutting edge 
methods and materials, mixed with time-honored traditions, to produce buildouts 
that transcend trends, allowing occupants of any particular room to feel instantly at 
home.  
 
Groves & Co. 
Groves & Co.‘s signature approach of layered modernism combines a singular, 
refined aesthetic with luxurious materials and finishes–-bringing together the best 
of design, comfort and style.  This meticulous, yet sybaritic approach–-two 
adjectives not always linked together–-has earned ample recognition and 
accolades. 
  
Founder Russell Groves remains attuned to the needs of his discerning clients 
who look to his firm to create harmonious, comfortable spaces infused with eclectic 
art, crisp technology and curated furnishings. As one of the preeminent design 
firms, the studio has grown exponentially—in scope and size, now encompassing 
three locations. As the firm has expanded, so too has its team of highly trained 
designers and architects--whose commitment to excellence has been the 
underpinning of the firm’s success. 
 
Projects have been executed on a global scale for an impressive client base, 
including Tiffany & Co., Giorgio Armani, Donna Karan, Coach and Ralph Lauren. 
Important style makers such as Michael Kors, Derek Lam and Frederic Fekkai 
have selected Groves & Co. to design their private residences–-evidence of the 
firm’s savvy design acumen.  
 
Current commissions include various residences in New York, estates in Napa and 
Florida, as well as, several homes for Michael Kors, in addition to his executive 
offices. Also, in the works, are several large residential developments, including; a 
waterfront residential development in lower Manhattan, an illustrious tower on 
Riverside Drive and a bespoke urbane complex on Park Avenue. 
 
Harry Heissmann Inc. 
Harry Heissmann Inc. was established in New York City in 2009. After obtaining a 
Masters of Interior Design degree from the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich, 
Germany, Harry arrived in the United States in 1995. He gained extensive 
experience working for some of the city’s most respected firms and spent nine 
years in the offices of Albert Hadley, who dubbed his desk ‘the magic shop’ before 
opening his own eponymous firm. 
 
For his clients, Harry moves effortlessly from traditional to contemporary and 
everything in between, which prompted him to describe his style as ‘client-centric’. 
It is all about the client, the location, the comfort and the practicality. Harry says he 
would furnish a match-box, if he thought that’s what the client wanted – no project 
too big or too small. After all, his sense of humor always shines through, he 
delivers highly personal interiors with a smile.  
 
Published in various magazines and books, Harry loves to contribute to charities 
and is very excited to be part of the 44th Kips Bay Show House this year. 
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Hollander Design 
Edmund Hollander is President of Edmund Hollander Design, a firm with offices in 
New York and Sag Harbor, which includes environmental planners, landscape 
architects and horticulturists.  He has taught at the City College of the University of 
New York and in the Graduate School of Fine Arts at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He is the Past President of the New York Chapter of the American 
Society of Landscape Architects and is a Fellow in the American Society of 
Landscape Architects.   He was recently appointed to the Dean’s Council of the 
Graduate School of Fine Arts at the University of Pennsylvania where he has 
frequently lectured. In 2015 he was presented with the Charles Armstrong Award 
in Landscape Design by the NYSID. 
 
Edmund Hollander Design has received many awards including the 2006 and 
2015 American Society of Landscape Architects Honor Award in the residential 
design category as well as the New York Chapter American Society of Landscape 
Architecture awards in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, and 
2015. In both 2012 and 2013 the firm received four awards for recently completed 
project. The firm has also won awards from the New York and Connecticut 
Chapters of the American Institute of Architects. Both New York Cottages and 
Gardens and Hamptons Cottages and Gardens gave their 2013 Innovation in 
Design Awards in the Landscape Category to Hollander Design with a repeat in 
2015 from Hamptons Cottages and Gardens. In 2013 the firm was the recipient of 
the Stanford White Award in Landscape Architecture from the Institute for 
Classical Architecture.   
 
Kati Curtis Design 
Based in Manhattan and Los Angeles, the work of Interior Designer, Kati Curtis 
highlights the sophistication of New York with the flavor, and just a twist, of 
California. Her frequent travels take her around the world where the colors and  
motifs and the patterns and textures she sees influence all she designs. With a 
style that’s unrestrained yet very refined, Kati designs homes that are the visual 
story of the people living there.  Her interiors are bold statements balanced by 
quiet details, the dark accents in a white room, the well-defined edge that contains 
a surprise of color.  Every project is a stunning expression of the three elements 
central to Kati’s interior design philosophy: crafted, cultured and collected. Fine 
craftsmanship: raising the level of refinement in any room. The culture of the client: 
bringing a layer of very personal expression into the home. And the collected: 
creating warmth and comfort through surroundings that have been acquired over 
time.  
 
Kati Curtis founded Kati Curtis Design in 2005 after 12 years of working with 
international architecture and design firms. She is a Certified Interior Designer 
(CID), and a Leadership in Energy and Efficient Design Accredited Professional 
(LEED AP).  Kati’s expertise in energy efficient design allows her to express her 
passionate belief in sustainability.  
 
A graduate of Savannah College of Art and design, Kati Curtis resides in 
Manhattan and Los Angeles, where she not only works as Interior Designer, she 
also works at giving back through her involvement in her community.  A sought 
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after speaker and design influencer, Kati is frequent contributor at conferences, on 
panels, and in the media. 
 
Les Ensembliers (Maxime Vandal, Richard Ouellette) 
 
Maxime Vandal 
Maxime earned his bachelor's degree in architecture from the Université de 
Montréal in 1994 and has been a member of the Quebec Order of Architects since 
1996. In 2003 and 2004, he successively founded the VAE architects studio, Les 
Ensembliers design firm and Gestion Les Ensembliers construction company. 
Over the last 20 years, he had the opportunity to participate in some of the most 
prestigious architectural projects in Canada including the American Embassy in 
Ottawa (Skidmore Owings & Merrill architects), and two major classical residential 
estates. This experience allowed him to establish a significant presence in Paris 
and New York , allowing him to build a very important network of high level 
craftsmen.  Today, his 20 years of international experience and classicism skills 
are invested into the group he runs with his partner Richard Ouellette. Maxime 
serves as chief architect at VAE architects, and chairman of Les Ensembliers. 
 
Richard Ouellette 
Richard has over 20 years’ experience in all sectors of design, including fashion, 
styling, event planning and interior design. Early in his career, he distinguished 
himself by becoming one of the youngest recipients of the Griffe d’or for his 
fashion designs. Subsequently, he immersed himself in the world of industrial and 
urban design. After studying environmental design at the Université du Québec à 
Montréal, he worked in styling and graphic design as a project manager at an 
advertising agency. Then, in 2004, he found his true calling as an interior designer. 
He joined Les Ensembliers as a design partner in 2007. In 2011, he was 
recognized in Quebec as one of the leaders in his field. His extensive and 
multidisciplinary design experience with materials, objects, atmospheres and 
spaces has led him to become a master of his craft, taking the helm of Les 
Ensembliers as president in 2012. The firm has been featured as one of only 96 
global design firms in the prestigious Andrew Martin Interior Design Review 2015, 
dubbed by the Sunday Times as “the Oscars for the interior design world” 
 
Olasky-Sinsteden LLC 
Olasky & Sinsteden was formed in 2009 by Catherine Olasky and Maximilian 
Sinsteden, two American designers working in London.  Both came from the New 
York design world:  Catherine spent five years working at a prestigious residential 
interior design firm in New York before moving to London to work for Sibyl Colefax 
& John Fowler, while Max began working for David Easton at age 15 before 
spending 3 years at Charlotte Moss. The current partnership was born when the 
two re-connected in London where Max was completing an installation at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum.  Since 2009, O & S has completed projects in Dublin, 
London, Guernsey, Boston, New York City, Austin and Houston. 
 
Phillip Thomas Inc. 
Phillip Thomas, founder and principal of Phillip Thomas Inc. follows his guiding 
belief that the process of creating a home can and should be enjoyable for all 
involved. Beautiful materials and an unparalleled attention to detail is essential to a 
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successful design project and becomes apparent to clients as they participate in 
the design process and, later, as they live in their new home.   
 
From a young age, Thomas recognized his passion for interior design. His 
childhood was spent living in New York City and South America and traveling 
extensively throughout the world.  These experiences serve as a source for 
inspiration, often referencing and reinterpreting these memories of architectural 
details, symmetry, colors, and textures in his work. 
 
A graduate of the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown 
University in Washington DC, Thomas continued his education at the New York 
School of Interior Design where he received his Bachelors in Fine Arts. Thomas 
began his career working at the New York interior design firm, Ingrao Inc. where 
he honed his skills as a designer managing and overseeing the development of 
large-scale projects from concept to completion throughout the United States and 
internationally. 
 
Thomas has been featured in Elle Décor, NYC&G, Interior Design, The Wall Street 
Journal and Luxe among others. In 2005, Array magazine cited him as one of the 
top ten designers to graduate from design school that year in the tri-state area. 
 
Sawyer | Berson  
Sawyer | Berson is an interdisciplinary firm practicing architecture, landscape 
architecture and interior design based in New York City.  The firm’s work includes 
private houses and gardens, apartments, townhouses and urban roof terraces as 
well as commercial and institutional projects throughout the United States. 
 
Sawyer | Berson was founded in 1999 by Brian Sawyer and John Berson.  The 
firm works in a variety of styles and seeks to achieve unique designs in traditional 
and modern vocabularies. All projects are supported by rigorous historical, 
contextual and technical research and are developed in close consultation with the 
client.  The firm’s work has received several awards and been featured in major 
publications and books. 
 
Suzanne Kasler Interiors 
An expression of style can take many different forms – fashion, art, architecture, 
design. Inspired by the many different genres of style, Suzanne Kasler has 
mastered the unexpected juxtapositions of design. Incorporating the personal 
collections of her clients with fine art and   antiques, contemporary pieces and   
custom-designed furniture, Suzanne creates meaningful interiors that straddle a 
rare middle ground between sophisticate and ingénue. 
 
Defined by casual elegance, Suzanne’s classically inspired rooms, pretty palettes, 
and comfortable spaces have been published in major design magazines, 
including Architectural Digest, Elle Décor, House Beautiful, Traditional Home and 
Veranda. She has been named to Architectural Digest’s AD100 and Elle Décor’s 
A-List. Her award-winning interiors have also been captured in two lavishly 
illustrated books with Rizzoli, Inspired Interiors and Timeless Style. 
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In addition  to  designing  timeless  interiors  for her clients,  Suzanne  has  
produced signature  lines  for Ballard Designs, Hickory Chair, La Cornue, Lee Jofa, 
and Visual Comfort. 
 
Timothy Whealon Interiors 
Timothy Whealon Inc. specializes in high-end interior design with a focus on fine 
and decorative arts. 
 
Mr. Whealon's design philosophy finds its roots in classicism; however, he 
approaches each project with a fresh, 21st Century eye that makes them both 
modern and timeless. He layers items from different periods and cultures, artfully 
mixing the pristine and the patinated. Each interior is unique, often incorporating 
custom pieces specific to the client and the environment. His work is enhanced by 
both his extensive knowledge of the international art and antiques market and by 
his team of skilled artists and craftsmen who adhere to Mr. Whealon's commitment 
to quality and attention to detail. 
 
Timothy Whealon is a graduate of Kenyon College, where he studied English 
Literature and Art History. He moved to New York to begin a career in banking and 
completed a credit training program on Wall Street before pursuing his passion for 
the arts and design. Mr. Whealon completed the Sotheby's Works of Art course in 
London and the corporate management training program with Sotheby's New York 
before opening his offices in 1994. His work has been published in ELLE DÉCOR, 
House Beautiful, Veranda, House and Garden, Architectural Digest, Domino 
Magazine, The NY Observer, The New York Times – Home Section and numerous 
books. 
 
Mr. Whealon serves on the board of the Gund Gallery at Kenyon College. The first 
monograph of his work, "In Pursuit of Beauty: The Interiors of Timothy Whealon," 
was published by Rizzoli in 2015. 
 
Victoria Hagan Interiors 
Victoria Hagan created her first Kips Bay room soon after she began her career 25 
years ago.  “It had always been my dream to design a room at Kips Bay and I am 
so grateful to have been asked to return this year to imagine the Grand Salon.  I 
am living proof that dreams do come true!” 
 
Victoria describes her aesthetic as Classic American. "I design for the way modern 
families live," she says. Her work is influenced by an intelligent integration of 
architecture and interior design, and her design philosophy features a refined use 
of materials, sophisticated color and strong silhouettes. 
 
Victoria has designed an extensive range of versatile residential projects 
throughout the country, from the most elegant urban residences to casual 
weekend retreats, along with noted developments, resorts and corporate interiors.  
Her work is frequently published in major magazines such as Architectural Digest, 
Elle Décor, W, Town & Country, Harper’s Bazaar, Veranda and Interior Design.  
Vogue exclaimed that Victoria defies the old school implications of the term ‘lady 
decorator.’ 
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Victoria has long been included in Architectural Digest’s esteemed AD100.  In 
addition, she has been awarded many of the country’s top design honors, 
including her induction into the Interior Design Hall of Fame. 
 

## 
 
About Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club  
Since 1915, Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club has focused on improving and enhancing 
the lives of New York City’s children who are economically, socially or 
recreationally disadvantaged.  Each year, Kips Bay offers innovative programs to 
more than 11,000 young people between the ages of 6 and 18 at ten locations 
throughout the Bronx, with essential afterschool programs aimed to help them 
recognize their potential for growth and success. Today, the club is proudly one of 
the most prominent and responsive youth development agencies in New York City 
and a “flagship” of the Boys & Girls Clubs of America. For more information, 
please visit www.kipsbaydecoratorshowhouse.org. 
 
Kips Bay Decorator Show House 
Each year, celebrated interior designers transform a luxury Manhattan home into 
an elegant exhibition of fine furnishings, art, and technology.  This event began in 
1973 when several dedicated supporters of the Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club 
launched the Decorator Show House to raise critical funds for much needed after 
school and enrichment programs for New York City children.  Over the course of 
four decades, this project has grown into a must-see event for thousands of design 
enthusiasts and is renowned for sparking interior design trends throughout the 
world.  
 
The Show House receives as many as 15,000 guests annually from across the 
nation. Since its inception, the Show House has raised over $19 million for the 
Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club. 
 

http://www.kipsbaydecoratorshowhouse.org/

